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Abstract—This paper deals with the integration of OPC UA 

over Wireless / Wired (Hybrid) Networks with Time Sensitive 
Networking (TSN) capabilities. We propose a HW/SW device 
architecture, based on the SHARP platform, to enable the 
integration of OPC UA and Hybrid TSN. The integration 
includes both the OPC UA Client/Server and PubSub 
mechanism. Based on the device architecture, we built a HW 
testbed that integrated Hybrid TSN and OPC UA to assess its 
performance. The results demonstrate that the network can 
provide seamless application interoperability and that can 
satisfy the traffic needs in a typical industrial setup. However, 
the paper also highlights that there is still significant research to 
be done to achieve deep integration between OPC UA and 
Hybrid TSN. 

Keywords—OPC UA, DDS, middleware protocols, Wireless 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Factories are going through a fast revolution caused by 

the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), becoming 
increasingly digitized and interconnected [1]. In this context, 
it is essential to develop reliable and efficient communication 
solutions that meet the specific requirements of the enormous 
amount of data sets that are generated by the applications 
built on top of the networks [2]. In this context, Time-
Sensitive Networking (TSN) is gaining traction because it 
supports diverse applications with different Quality of 
Service (QoS) needs over the same physical network. Among 
other mechanisms, TSN defines mechanisms for clock 
synchronization, support of mixed-criticality traffic (i.e., 
real-time and best-effort traffic), and ultra-reliability by the 
use of redundant transmission paths. 

Now that the TSN technology is being adopted by the 
industry, some research efforts have moved to bring TSN 
features to wireless networks (Wireless TSN). The 
motivation of the Wireless TSN research is the inherent 
advantages that wireless technologies compared to wired, 
namely mobility, cost-effectiveness, and easier 
configuration. 5th Generation (5G) and 802.11 are currently 
being explored as two potential candidates for enabling 
Wireless TSN [3] and there have been significant efforts into 
bringing their capabilities closer to the performance expected 
by a Wireless TSN system. Even so, there are still significant 
research and standardization work to be done in this area to 
consider that 5G or 802.11 are Wireless TSN solutions [3]. 

Apart from the Wireless TSN development itself, two 
additional challenges must be addressed for the successful 
deployment of Wireless TSN solutions. The first challenge 
relates to the integration of Wireless TSN and Wired TSN 
(i.e., Hybrid TSN) (see Fig. 1), whereas the second challenge 
relates to the integration of TSN (both wired and wireless) 
with middleware protocols. 

Regarding the integration of Wireless and Wired TSN, 
such integration enables a unified communications platform 
that allows the data to be transferred quickly and reliably 
across distributed devices with different needs, capacities, 
and communication constraints [3]. Therefore, it enables the 
devices connected to the networks to exchange the right data 
at the right time, no matter what type of network the data is 
being sent through. This challenge has been thoroughly 
explored during the last few years achieving significant 
progress for different wireless technologies like 5G [4], 
802.11 [5] [6], custom versions of 802.11 (w-SHARP) [7], or 
proprietary radio solutions [8]. 

Regarding the integration of TSN with middleware 
protocols, such integration is also of relevance since it 
enables seamless data exchange between applications among 
distributed devices across the network. The middleware 
abstracts the application from the specific capabilities of the 
network interfaces and enables the communication of data 
between different systems, devices, and applications across 
diverse communication networks. Therefore, it is almost 
required if one wants to build a portable application that can 
run on devices with diverse networking and processing 
capabilities. In addition to the abstraction, middleware 
protocols typically offer QoS mapping of the traffic generated 
by the applications. The mapping can be used to feed the TSN 

 
Fig. 1. Hybrid TSN Network Architecture. 
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Centralized configuration entities (CNC/CUC) and to create 
TSN automatic configurations.  

The challenge of the integration of Wired TSN and 
middleware protocols such as Open Platform 
Communications Unified Architecture (OPC UA) or 
Distribution Data Service (DDS) has been recently explored 
by some authors. For instance, [9], [10], [11], or [12] analyze 
the integration of Wired TSN and OPC UA and include 
assessments of the timing performance. However, these 
works are limited to Wired TSN networks. Some research has 
also been conducted for Wireless TSN using DDS [13]. 
However, the commercial-grade devices used in this research 
were not specifically designed for Wireless TSN 
communications, and this fact clearly limits the achievable 
performance. In addition to that, they analyze DDS over 
Wireless TSN, but other middleware protocols, such as OPC 
UA remain unexplored. Therefore, there is a clear gap in the 
state-of-the-art regarding the use of middleware protocols in 
Wireless TSN, and, derived from that, over Hybrid TSN 
networks. 

In this paper, we provide first an overview of DDS and 
OPC UA, two of the most widely used middleware protocols 
for industrial applications. Then, we examine the challenges 
associated with the integration of these protocols and Hybrid 
TSN networks. Focusing on OPC UA, we discuss a possible 
Hardware/Software (HW/SW) architecture and components 
involved in the integration of OPC UA and a Hybrid TSN 
solution (SHARP). The discussion is completed with an 
experimental setup that is used to evaluate the integration of 
the technologies and derive some performance figures. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, 
Section II overviews some of the most widely used 
middleware protocols in the industry for Ethernet-based 
networks: OPC UA and DDS. Then, Section III proposes a 
HW/SW architecture that enabled the integration of OPC UA. 
Section IV describes the experimental setup and its 
evaluation. Finally, Section V concludes the paper. 

II. MIDDLEWARE PROTOCOLS FOR INDUSTRIAL NETWORKING 
Amongst other protocols, two of the primary middleware 

protocols for industrial networking are DDS [14] and OPC 
UA [15]. Both protocols provide effective methods for 
communication between devices and systems in industrial 
environments. However, there are some key differences 
between the two protocols that should be considered to select 
one of them for a particular application. 

On the one hand, DDS uses a publish/subscribe (PubSub) 
mechanism to provide lightweight, reliable, real-time 
communication of data across a distributed system [16]. In 
PubSub, publishers send broadcast/multicast messages to the 
network with application data. Subscribers can then receive 
messages from any publishers just by asking them to be on 
the “publisher” list. Any device in a network can be either a 
publisher or subscriber depending on the data they store and 
what they need to communicate. The PubSub model offers a 
decoupled communication approach, making it easier to scale 
and maintain applications. It also allows for sessionless, 

asynchronous communication, meaning publishers do not 
need to wait for a response from their subscribers before 
sending additional messages. Therefore, DDS is mainly 
oriented to lightweight traffic in large-scale networks with 
real-time demands. 

On the other hand, Open Platform Communications 
United Architecture (OPC UA), released for the first time in 
2008, is an independent-provider middleware to enable 
machine-to-machine communications in industrial setups 
[15]. OPC UA is designed to be secure, reliable, and with the 
capability to support both real-time and non-real-time 
communications. It is widely used in industrial automation 
systems, where it is known for its seamless interoperability. 
The most common mechanism of OPC UA is based on 
Client/Server and built over TCP/IP [17]. It means that OPC 
UA data access is mostly based on Clients polling Servers for 
gathering data. Whereas this data access approach is well 
suited for lightweight data consumption and interoperability, 
it generates more traffic than a PuSub mechanism and 
therefore it is less favorable for applications with real-time 
requirements and large-scale environments. Furthermore, a 
latency-optimized integration of TCP/IP on top of TSN 
(whether wired or wireless) is quite complex due to the nature 
of each protocol: whereas TCP/IP is a session-based and 
event-based protocol, TSN is fundamentally a time-triggered 
protocol [18]. 

Considering the OPC UA Client/Server approach 
limitation, the OPC foundation recently upgraded the OPC 
UA specification to include a PubSub mechanism in a similar 
fashion as DDS [19]. In comparison to traditional OPC UA, 
PubSub is designed to enable real-time, high-speed 
communication between multiple nodes. It currently supports 
data streaming in unicast or multicast modes, broker and 
broker-less operation, and can be built directly on top of layer 
2 (e.g., TSN) or, optionally, using UDP/IP; in contrast with 
Client/Server, which is built on top of TCP/IP. Therefore, it 
features a far simpler, latency-optimized integration with 
TSN than Client/Server [20] and, consequently, PubSub can 
be used to meet the strict demands of applications deployed 
over large-scale systems. Yet still, OPC UA PubSub is 
designed following the OPC UA principles and to be 
extensible and platform-independent. In a nutshell, PubSub is 
intended to be used for time-triggered traffic and so the TSN 
network and OPC UA application can be configured to 
minimize the end-to-end latency. 

OPC UA Client/Server and PubSub can be 
simultaneously used by devices connected to the same OPC 
UA network, as shown in the OPC UA / TSN stack (see Fig.  
2). The unification of the mechanisms allows the OPC UA 
application designers to allocate different data streams to 
each mechanism according to the application needs. For 
instance, latency-demanding, high refresh rate variables, can 
be allocated to the PubSub mechanism. Other variables, used 
for monitoring and configuration purposes, can be allocated 
to the Client/Server mechanism and consumed based on the 
events that are going on in the industrial system.  Since TSN 
supports mixed-criticality traffic, the PubSub traffic can be 



naturally allocated into latency-guaranteed, real-time TSN 
flows (i.e., directly on top of layer 2), whereas the 
Client/Server traffic can be allocated into Best-Effort TSN 
flows through TCP/IP ( Fig.  2). 

III. PROPOSED HW/SW HYBRID TSN ARCHITECTURE  
This section presents the device architecture that we have 

designed to develop the network proof of concept. The 
architecture is based on the SHARP architecture. The 
SHARP architecture is an integration of Wired TSN with a 
custom wireless system based on 802.11 (named w-SHARP) 
which enable TSN-like capabilities in terms of 802.1Qbv 
(scheduled traffic), and 802.1AS (time synchronization). The 
SHARP architecture, w-SHARP design, and devices 
implementation have been comprehensively covered in other 
works. Please refer to [7] and [21] for a more detailed 
description. 

 The Hybrid TSN devices that we have considered for the 
network can be classified into three categories: domain 
translators, Wired TSN endpoints, and Wireless TSN 
endpoints. The HW/SW internal architecture of each device 
is depicted in Fig.  3 and Fig.  4 (a) and (b). The domain 
translator is equivalent to a Wi-Fi access point and provides 
the integration of Wired and Wireless TSN. On the other side, 
the Wireless TSN and Wired TSN endpoints are intended to 
generate or consume OPC UA data. 

The HW layer of the devices integrates the 
communication interface, regardless they use Wired or 

Wireless TSN. The interfaces follow a 802.1Qbv-compliant 
scheduling operation at the Wired interface and an 
802.11Qbv-like operation at the Wireless interface. The 
domain translator includes both Wired and Wireless TSN 
interfaces and HW entities to perform the time 
synchronization and traffic translation across the domains. 
On the other hand, the SW provides a complete Internet stack 
built on top of the TSN interfaces. The internet stack is 
completed with a standard Precision Time Protocol (PTP) 
(802.1AS) stack, an OPC UA stack, and the application built 
on top of the OPC UA stack. 

The class of traffic generated by the OPC UA stack can 
be registered at the TSN layers to establish its priority. In our 
case, the messages that are identified as PubSub messages are 
considered time-critical and are allocated to the real-time 
TSN flows, minimizing the delivery time. On the other hand, 
the Client/Server messages, which are based on TCP/IP, are 
sent through the best-effort flows. Therefore, we can provide 
compatibility with the whole OPC UA stack and 
classify/prioritize the traffic based on the application needs. 

IV. HW TESTBED AND RESULTS 
In this section, we first present the HW testbed that we have 
developed to evaluate the integration and the experiments that 
we carried out over the platform, and then we present the 
results derived from the experiments. 

A. HW Testbed 
We implemented the network devices using System on 

Chip (SoC)-based platforms for SW-Defined Radio (SDR) 
purposes. These platforms are ideal for this research since 
they allow maximum control of the stack, from the physical 
layer up to the application layer. In particular, the devices 
were built using de ADI RF SOM platform. The core of the 
platform is a Zynq 7000 System-on-Chip (SoC), which 
comprises a microcontroller with two ARM processors and a 
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). The platform 
includes an AD9361 radio chip used by the Wireless TSN 
modem, and an Opsero Ethernet card to connect the Wired 
TSN switch. The Wired TSN switch is a Multiport TSN 
switch developed by SoC-e for FPGAs [22] and the Wireless 

 
Fig.  2. OPC UA stack and its integration with Wired / Wireless TSN. 

 
Fig.  3. Domain Translator of the Hybrid TSN architecture with OPC UA 
support. 

 
Fig.  4. (a) Wired TSN endpoint with OPC UA support, (b) Wireless TSN 
endpoint with OPC UA support. 
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TSN modem is an implementation of the w-SHARP protocol 
[23]. The SW uses a Linux-based OS and implements the 
standard Linux network stack, a proprietary TSN 
configuration interface, a PTP stack (ptp4l [24]), an OPC UA 
stack (open62541 [25]), and application demos built on top 
of the OPC UA stack. 

The network comprises a total of five devices: a Wired 
TSN endpoint, a Wireless TSN endpoint, a domain translator, 
one PC, and one 802.1AS master clock, as shown in Fig.  5. 
Alternatively, a picture of the HW testbed can be found in 
Fig.  6. The functionality of each device is described as 
follows. 

The PC is used as the network configuration and 
monitoring entity. It includes OPC UA and TSN clients that 
are respectively used to access the OPC UA and TSN 
configuration of the network devices. The master clock 
provides the reference time of the network, which is used by 
the devices to synchronize their network interfaces and by the 
OPC UA application to synchronously generate data. The 
domain translator provides the integration of Wired and 
Wireless TSN, namely: the translation of the TSN traffic 
flows and the time synchronization propagation from the 
Wired to the Wireless TSN. The Wireless TSN endpoint 
includes an OPC UA Server and a publisher. The Server is 
used for monitoring and configuration purposes. The 
publisher is designed to be synchronized to the network 

global time. Finally, the Wired TSN device includes an OPC 
UA server and a subscriber. The Server is also used for 
monitoring and configuration purposes, whereas the 
subscriber is prepared to receive the data from the publisher 
located at the Wireless TSN device. 

The OPC UA servers located at the TSN devices include 
five parameters: an enable to either transmit/receive the 
application data, the transmission/reception period, the 
transmission/reception offset within the period, a read-only 
variable that measures the number of frames 
transmitted/received, and a variable to measure the number 
of lost frames (receiver only). 

B. System evaluation 
 We have configured the network using the OPC UA and 

TSN clients embedded in the PC as follows.  
The OPC UA publisher, located at the Wireless TSN 

device, is configured with a cycle of 2 ms (500 Hz). The 
transmission of the publisher data is set to an offset of 1.8 ms 
relative to the start of the TSN cycle. That is, the device is 
synchronized to the global network time and knows when a 
new TSN cycle starts. Therefore, it transmits its data 1.8 ms 
later than the start of the TSN cycle or, in other words, 0.2 ms 
before the next TSN cycle starts. The data generated by the 
publisher comprises an increasing counter and a dummy 
signal (two 32-bit integers), which are used for network 
validation purposes. We planned to use a commercial device 
as the publisher but, to the best of our knowledge, there is not 
any available device with TSN and OPC UA PubSub support 
up to this date. 

The data generated by the publisher is sent through the 
Wireless TSN network at every publisher Cycle and delivered 
to the subscriber following a broker-less operation. The 
subscriber is configured to consume the data by the publisher 
also with a cycle of 2 ms but with an offset of 1 ms. That is, 
the end-to-end delay between publisher and subscriber is 
configured to a maximum of 1.2 ms, which, according to our 
empirical measurements, is enough time to accommodate the 
SW stack plus network delay.  

We configured the OPC UA client in the PC to 
periodically poll every 100 ms the variables that hold the 
number of transmitted frames and the number of lost frames 
(at the Wireless and Wired TSN endpoints). However, the 
user interface of the OPC UA client that we used was not able 
to provide communication metrics. Therefore, we emulated 
the traffic generated by the OPC UA client with the ping 
utility, where we generated packets with a periodicity of 100 
ms and a size of 150 Bytes. 

The Wired/Wireless TSN network flows are accordingly 
configured to accommodate the OPC UA traffic with the 
appropriate latency. That is, we have configured a TSN flow 
with the origin and the destination the OPC UA publisher and 
subscriber respectively. 

 The TSN flow is configured at the Wireless TSN, 
domain translator, and Wired TSN device with a cycle of 2 
ms and the TSN window starts with an offset of 0.3 ms.  

The Wireless TSN network has been configured to 
operate at the 2.4 GHz band and with a bandwidth of 2.4 GHz. 

 
Fig.  5. OPC UA Hybrid TSN network architecture. 

 
Fig.  6. Experimental testbed to evaluate the integration of OPC UA and 
Hybrid TSN. 
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The experiments were done under conditions without 
significant interferences from other wireless devices. We 
placed the wireless devices next to each other since we 
wanted to focus the analysis on the integration instead of on 
the performance of the wireless link.  More details on the w-
SHARP performance can be found in [7], [23]. 

With this setup, we monitored the network status for 
2 hours, which includes a total of 3.6 ⋅ 10  real-time frames, 
and around 1.4 ⋅ 10  best-effort frames. During the 
experiment, we collected the statistics of the network latency 
in each network hop and the Packet Error Rate (PER) of the 
Wireless link. The main performance figures are summarized 
in Table. 1. Also, a timing diagram of the real-time traffic 
going from the OPC UA publisher to the OPC UA subscriber 
is depicted in Fig.  7. 

Regarding the performance of the real-time traffic, we 
have seen that we are able to guarantee (including network 
stack) an end-to-end latency in the range of 0.9 to 1.2 ms, 
which is equivalent to the configuration that we applied to the 
network. In other words, the maximum latency deviation that 
we found was ±150 µs, and which root cause is found in the 
software stack of the subscriber. (Linux network and OPC 
UA stack). Basically, the communication interfaces of the 
network devices are designed to have low, guaranteed 
latency, and the traffic forwarding units of the domain 
translator are implemented by hardware means, ensuring also 
deterministic latency. As a result, once we accommodate 
enough delay budget at the Publisher to be able to deliver the 
frame to the Wireless TSN interface before the actual 
transmission takes place, the only jitter that can be found in 
the transmission is within the software stack of the subscriber. 
Finally, we have seen that no frames were lost during the 
experiment, which is in line with other results obtained in 
experiments described in other works [23]. 

Regarding the performance of the best-effort traffic, we 
have seen that the delay between the PC and Wireless TSN 
endpoint is most of the time stable and ranges between 4 to 8 
ms of round-trip time. However, the delay of the best-effort 
traffic is not guaranteed by the network design and therefore 
we have (rarely) seen pings with latency up to 50 ms. There 
is one main phenomenon that explains the increased latency. 
The w-SHARP best-effort frames are transmitted using the 
standard IEEE 802.11 mechanism based on random access. 
This mechanism is based on the possibility that frame 

collisions can occur and includes a retransmission scheme. 
Therefore, any frame that requires one or more 
retransmissions due to collisions will have a significant 
increase in latency. That is also the reason why the PER of 
the ping is still 0% even when a collision can occur: the 
retransmissions ensure that there are no packet losses. On the 
other hand, the latency between the PC and the Wired TSN 
endpoint is very stable and in the order of 1 ms in any case. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
Through this paper, we discussed the integration of OPC 

UA, a middleware protocol, on top of a Hybrid TSN 
deployment. We have proposed a HW/SW architecture and 
traffic mapping that allows seamless integration of OPC UA 
and Hybrid TSN while satisfying the application QoS needs. 
We developed a HW testbed to demonstrate the integration. 
The HW testbed was based on SHARP and the OPC UA 
open62541 stack. The results show that the integration of 
OPC UA and Hybrid TSN is feasible and that the proposed 
testbed can serve as a platform for further development of 
OPC UA over Hybrid TSN networks. In particular, we 
showed that OPC UA over the network can achieve a latency 
of around 1 ms even with a Linux-based SW stack. 

However, there is still plenty of research to do in this 
area. We think that the next aspects must be addressed to 
tackle the current limitations. First, the Linux classic network 
stack may not be reliable enough for the sub-ms operation of 
OPC UA or other middlewares, especially under high 
network/processor load conditions. Therefore, tailor-made 
solutions for real-time communications over Linux, such as 
eXtreme Data Path (XDP) and Linux Traffic Control (qdisc), 
can be considered and evaluated. Another alternative to 
improve the latency guarantees is using a co-processor 
running a real-time SW to generate and consume the OPC UA 
PubSub data. 

From the control plane perspective, OPC UA PubSub 
configuration can be used to feed TSN Centralized entities 
and to automatically configure/adapt the Wired/Wireless 
TSN traffic flows during network operation. Having 
automatic configuration is very relevant because it simplifies 
the deployment of the networks and eases maintenance and 
upgrading. 

 Finally, to the best of our knowledge, there are no 
commercially available devices that integrate OPC UA 
PubSub over TSN up to the day we did the experiments. 
Therefore, it could be interesting to test those devices over a 
Hybrid TSN network. 

 
 

TABLE. 1. MEASURED LATENCY AND PER. 

Traffic Type Wireless link 
measured PER Latency [ms] 

PubSub traffic (real-
time) 0% 0.9 – 1.2 

Emulated OPC UA 
client traffic (Best-
effort) 

0% 4-8 (Typ.) 
50 (worst-case) 

 

 
Fig.  7. Representation of a real-time packet moving along the network using 
a TSN flow. 
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